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This book brings forth many new theories and evidence that are sure to intrigue you.Dragon
legends are found in nearly every culture around the globe. They have been thought to be
myths.Yet, mysteriously, these dragons sound a lot like the other giant scaled reptiles, dinosaurs.
Could they be one and the same?Surprisingly enough, the answer to this question is a powerful
truth that confirms biblical authority and greatly weakens the theory of evolution. This book
brings forth many new theories and evidence that are sure to fascinate the reader.
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Agnes M. Penny, “Informative, fun, book except Chapter 13. This was an enjoyable, informative
book exploring the possibility that man lived at the same time as dinosaurs, a possibility that has
quite a lot of evidence for it, although this evidence is ignored or concealed by evolutionists.
Darek Isaacs does a good job in compiling some of this evidence. He states there are many
more examples; I wish he had made the book a little longer and given even more of them, as
they are fascinating. Particularly intriguing was Pliny the Elder’s description of pteranodons and
elephants fighting, and I enjoyed reading about the dinosaur sightings by the North American
Indians, which I had not read much about in other books on this topic. Most of Isaacs’
arguments are convincing, and he ably shows the falsity of the evolutionists’ claims. His
speculation about the fire-breathing characteristic of dragons is thought-provoking.However,
there was one chapter which was less satisfactory. In Chapter 13, first of all, he states that until
the 1800’s, people believed species could not go extinct. This may be true, but I have never
heard this and I would have liked some quotes to prove it.But there were also some real errors in
Chapter 13. Isaacs states that the Catholic Church “labored mightily” to prevent the Bible from
being translated into the common languages during the “Dark Ages.” This is simply false. The
Catholic Church tried to prevent inaccurate translations, as they could mislead people, but
allowed many accurate translations, which I will list below. The reason there were not more
translations was that during the Dark Ages, not much learning took place because people were
just trying to survive the attacks of the barbarians, who destroyed all civilization and culture in
their path. The reigns of Charlemagne in continental Europe and Alfred the Great in Britain were
brief respites of learning and culture, but once Charlemagne and Alfred died, the barbarians
successfully dominated Europe again.Here is a list of early translations of the Bible into
English:• In 600, Caedmon translated portions of the Old and New Testaments into Anglo-
Saxon.• At the end of the 7th century, Guthlac translated the Psalms into Anglo-Saxon.• In the
8th century, Bishop Adhelm translated the Psalms into English.• Around 731, St. Bede the
Venerable translated the entire Bible into English.• In 901, King Alfred the Great translated a
portion of the Psalms into English.• In the 10th century, the Gospels were translated into the
West Saxon dialect (the Wessex Gospels).• In the 10th century, Farmer and Owen translated the
Gospels into English.• In 950 interlinear glosses, known as the Lindisfarne Gospels, in the
Northumbrian dialect.• In the 11th century, the first seven books of the Old Testament, plus the
book of Job, by the Archbishop Aelfric.• In the 13th century, Orm, an English Benedictine monk,
translated parts of the Old and New Testament into English.• In 1320, William Shoreham
translated the Psalms into English.• In the 14th century, Richard Rolle, a hermit, translated the
Psalms into English.• There were also 94 more versions of selected portions of the New
Testament and the Psalms.All of these were English translations, not counting 10 German
translations, 4 Spanish, 6 Dutch, 10 French, and 6 Italian editions of the Bible – all before Martin
Luther’s German translation in 1534.Furthermore, still in use today are updated versions of the



Douay-Rheims translation, originally done in 1609 (Old Testament) and 1582 (New Testament).
This was the Catholic Church’s official English translation of the Bible for years, and my copy still
uses the word “dragon” in the same places as Isaacs says the King James Version does. There
is no reason for Isaacs to say, “Finally, in 1611, the King James Version was made available” as if
that were the first English translation, when such a popular version was completed two years
earlier – and so many other versions were already in use. (I did not check every reference that
Isaacs mentions in his book, but I checked most of them, and the word “dragon(s)” appears
every time. It’s odd he should ignore this widely used translation of the Bible that upholds what
he is trying to say.)Lastly, it struck me as odd – even arrogant—that Isaacs claims that early
Christians – in fact, Christians for the first 1800 years – were ignorant of proper Biblical
interpretation. So the Fathers of the Church were ignorant and not to be relied upon?
Traditionally, Christians have looked to the Fathers of the Church as the best possible source of
Biblical interpretation, as they lived closest to the apostles and knew best what the evangelists
meant. I do not believe Isaacs is arrogant, but unaware, perhaps, of the rich heritage we have
from not only the Fathers, but also the Doctors of the Church, who commented extensively on
Scriptures. To say we knew nothing of Scriptural exegesis until the last 200 years is what C. S.
Lewis would call “chronological snobbery.” Further, while of course earlier Biblical scholars did
not have the ability to communicate with each other the way we do with the telephone and
internet, I think Isaacs ignores the fact that large universities sprang into existence in the Middle
Ages, allowing brilliant minds like Thomas Aquinas, Albert the Great, Bonaventure, and many
others to meet and discuss theological issues.However, aside from this troublesome chapter,
which I felt necessary to refute at length, Dragons or Dinosaurs is an important contribution to
the anti-evolutionist arsenal, as well as a fun and informative read. I’d love to read an expanded
version with more examples of ancient artifacts and legends showing the coexistence of men
and dinosaurs!”

The Chief, “Excellent rebuttal of mainstream "science" and its constant bombardment of ....
Excellent rebuttal of mainstream "science" and its constant bombardment of the materialist
agenda. I learned a lot from this book and found myself laughing out loud at times. It only gets
four stars as the author comes across too preachy at times. The evidence found in this book
should simply speak for itself.”

Bhuddabean, “Stimulates one's critical faculties.. Very interesting, informative and entertaining
book which will challenge your paradigms. Bonus was the DVD with it. I have many discussions
with people about the subject and gave this to a colleague to stimulate their critical faculties.”

Jilly, “What a little gem!. I have to admit, I've always believed that dragons must have lived
alongside humans but I've never ever equated them with dinosaurs! Really obvious when you
think about it... I really enjoyed the way Darek Isaacs writes - his language is fun, and he's witty



while still managing to put together a serious and consistently persuasive argument for dragons
being dinosaurs. His discussion of current scientists' ways of dismissing the dragon/dinosaur
myth are actually hilarious - made me laugh out loud a few times! Interestingly, in 2005, he says
the bones of a triceratops and a hadrosaur were discovered in Montana. Both of these
skeletons still possessed collagen (!), and carbon dating showed that the bones were definitely
no older than 30,000 years old - perhaps younger. But dinosaurs are supposed to have been
extinct for 68 million years! Maybe we should take the Loch Ness monster more seriously!I'm
not sure that a persuasive argument was made for either creationists or evolutionists, however.
It seems perfectly reasonable to me that there may have been various species of dragons/
dinosaurs spanning the eons of history - and that some survived into the times of our ancestors
which inspired the myths, legends, cave drawings, etc. As a practitioner of Chinese Medicine, it
has always fascinated me that the Chinese regard dragons as having been real, and indeed
dragons are the only mythical creature to be one of the 12 animals of their zodiac.All in all, a well
researched and written book. It's definitely worth buying purely as a collection of really
interesting facts and stories about dragons or dinosaurs - and how closely these stories of our
ancestors mirror what we now know about dinosaurs through scientific investigation.”

The book by Darek Isaacs has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 103 people have provided feedback.
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